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electronic instrument, interactive systems, sensors, 
gestural controller  

The interest of the composers in using these alternative 
modalities to control the electronic instruments has been 
active ever since the first half of the 20th century. In 
1920, Lev Sergeyevich Termen invented the theremin,
and his invention was followed by other electronic 
instruments that offered new control modalities. At the 
end of the ’80s, along with the development of digital 
music and the increase of the computers’ capacity to 
process, numerous new musical digital instruments 
started to appear. 
The nature of these instruments, besides their multiple 
possibilities to interconnect, also allows the use of 
different gesture control units (controllers). Thus, thanks 
to the evolution of the technology of sensors, new
modalities to trigger sound sources can be implemented, 
like following the body movements in space, touching an 
object, proximity, light, noise, brain waves, pulse, etc.  

This way, the gesture gets new facets in the musical
performance, and the instrument no longer has a pre-
defined structure, but rather offers a collection of 
interactive possibilities. This unique feature overturns the
paradigm about what was considered before to be a 
musical instrument and – at the same time – has a direct
impact on the musical composition. 

To define the interaction between the human gesture and 
the computer, Stuard Card, Thomas Moran, and Allen 
Newell invented the term Human Computer Interaction  

in their book The Psychology of Human-Computer
Interaction. The gesture control interfaces are a sub-
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tipul de energie (de gest), senzorii pot fi: de presiune, de 

umiditate etc. Undele cerebrale, temperatura pielii, 

evenimente sonore. În 1965, Alvin Lucier, cu 
experimentul Music for Solo Performer, deschide calea 

i utilizarea undelor cerebrale în vederea 
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cuvinte, senzorul 
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În literat

acestora cu instrumente deja existente, 
 

 Instrumentele hibride - instrumentele acustice
completate  

 - care reproduc
 

 Controllere gestuale inspirate din instrumente 
existente - care reprod  

 Controllere gestuale  alternate/alternative - care nu
. 

„Piano interactions 1

din 2008.     

[ 

category of this interaction (Miranda & Wanderley 
2006). 

A sensor converts the different types of energy resulted 
from a previous action into electricity. According to the
type of energy (of gesture), sensors can be as follows: of 
pressure, flexion, light, infrared, acceleration, warmth, 
moisture, etc. Brain waves, skin temperature, muscle 
tension, or pulse can also be captured and used (in real-
time) to trigger sound events. With his 1965 experiment 
Music for Solo Performer, Alvin Lucier opened the
pathway toward capturing and using brain waves to 
trigger sound events. Lucier was the first among 
pioneering composers like Eduardo Reck Miranda, James 
Fung, Ariel Garten, Steve Mann, etc. who at present are 
researching and using neuronal networks and cerebral 
interfaces to control different musical variables 
interactively.

The data captured by sensors are associated with the 
parameters in the computer (the programming 
environment) that is about to trigger the making of sound 
events. In other words, in this stage, the sensor functions 
like a neuronal (unidirectional) prolongation that will 
send the information to the central unit. Once arrived 
there, the information will be interpreted and will action
the wanted parameter that can be anything (a filter, a 
frequency, a sound object, the activation of a sequence or 
a process, etc.) Each sensor can be allocated to a new 
parameter or a single sensor can control more parameters. 
The distribution can be considered the strategy of 
connection between the control interface and the 
synthesis algorithm. The type of sensor and the way to 
allocate the parameters build together the control unit of 
the gestural instrument, and offer a series of possibilities
and new gestures of interpretation and interaction 
imagined by the composer.  

The literature offers numerous approaches regarding the 
classification of gestural controllers. We will adopt here 
the variant suggested by Eduardo R. Miranda and 
Marcelo M. Wanderley (2006), according to their 
resemblance to already existing instruments, based on an 
axis of similarity. They are as follows: 

 Hybrid instruments – acoustic instruments completed 
with/by sensors and electronics 

 Conventional gestural controllers – that entirely
replicate the features of an ordinary instrument  

 Gestural controllers inspired by existing instruments 
– that partially replicate their features 

 Alternate/alternative gestural controllers – that do
not resemble any existing instrument. 

“Piano interactions 1
”

Electroacoustic Music and Multimedia of the National 
Music University in Bucharest, the place where he has 
been performing and developing most of his multimedia 
projects since 2008. 
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In the cycle of miniatures 
uses seven sensors (a new sensor for each miniature): a
pressure sensor, an accelerometer, a sensor of position, 
one of distance, one of shock, and one 
2015). Having at his disposal this electronic equipment, 
the composer imagined a musical system made of:
 sound sources (instruments): an acoustic piano and a 

virtual piano/sampler. 

 electronics, made of computer, soundboard, sensor 
board, sensors, microphone, speaker, programming 

 

The system of sensors and the programming media unify 
the two sound sources, creating a hyper-instrument.

close proximity to one another (the speaker under the 

 

virtual world represented by computer and electronic 
environment with the real one, represented by the 
acoustic piano. The hyper-instrument created also unifies 
the two cultures, respectively the two ways of 
interpretation: a traditional one and an innovating one (in 
which t sensors),
adapted to the musical dynamics and agogics. It is 
important to mention that this cycle is not pure 
technological speculation, but has a real musical value.

work that
 is a technique indispensable to 

the work with a computer; thus, there are compositional 
categories generated. Although there are no major 
differences, no variant resembles another at the
macrostructural level. I use controlled aleatoricism here
on the intervallic, melodic, and harmonic levels and in 
choosing registers  

The downsides of such an instrument refer not only to 
performing on it but rather to assembling it (considering
that we are not talking about a set instrument;) staging 
and creating the concert environment most often requires 
the presence of the composer. 

“Zarand

”

Faculty of Music and Theatre of the West University of 
posers of

his generation. In his work, Zarand for theremin, 
ensemble of traditional music and string orchestra (2019), 

uses the probably most 
unconventional static gestural instrument ever invented –
the theremin. The composer intends to bring together

s that might look like they cannot fuse: an
electronic instrument – the theremin, acknowledged for 
its unique tone color, an ensemble of traditional music, 
and a symphonic orchestra – maybe the highest symbol 
of Western musical cu  
Gabriel M  an
evocative melody, with a touch of folklore, which has the 
role of separating two worlds. 
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Technics, un mixer cu 

este DVS  Digital Vinyl System. Pick-up-
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-

digital. Softul dedicat poate detecta în acest fel cu 
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e

In addition to the tone color (a sine wave) and the 
obsessive and hypnotic melody, the gestures of the 
performer (who practically plays the instrument without 
touching it) also cause a visual effect. We note here the 
conventional use of an unconventional instrument. By its 
nature, the theremin is an unstable instrument, very 
sensitive to temperature, moisture, and other 
environmental conditions. Despite all these shortcomings, 
the performers tried, from the very beginning, to “tame” 
the instrument, using in the air various positions of the
palm and fingers of the right hand to measure distances
between intervals. 

unconventional potential of the instrument through a 
series of fast, erratic glissandos, in the high register that
implies energetic gestures of the right hand. 
 

 
e

The downsides of using theremin conventionally are 
related to technical aspects. A theremin is hard to control; 
even to play a simple melody, one needs an advanced 
preliminary study. Also, self-control during playing is
essential because any move (almost undetectable) of the
body creates significant pitch fluctuations. To these, we 
could add the sensitivity of the instrument to the 
environment (temperature/moisture/power variations) and 
potential interferences with the waves and objects 
around. 
 

“Fragments of a Purple 
Vinyl – ” 

The work was composed in 2010, upon the request of 
Trio Contraste for the performance Barock, ba clasic, and 
is made up of three parts, organically bound by the same 
sound material.  

A turntable is used here, joining the trio and the 
orchestra. echnics
turntable, a mixer with crossfader potentiometers, a 
Serato system (DVS interface, control records, and 
dedicated software), a speaker, and a laptop. The
technology used is DVS Digital Vinyl System. The 
turntable functions like an ordinary one but the dedicated 
(control) records contain audio synchronization signals 
(time code). The communication between the two 
environments/media (turntable and laptop) is realized
through an interface (a DVS compatible soundboard) that 
converts the audio signal into a digital signal. Thus, the 
dedicated software can precisely detect the position of the 
needle on the records, the tempo fluctuations, and the 
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rock americane Deep Purple. 

„Tarantallegra pentru
uri” 

, printre

necontrolat.  

wa -au

mobile inteligente ale membrilor corului. 
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playback direction. On the other hand, the record has 
(physical) guide marks (fine ones every minute and 
deeper ones every five minutes), and this allows a precise
positioning of the needle. This fact, as well as the
extremely low latency, makes this controller very 
versatile.  

The DJ intervenes three times during this work. In the 
first part, his role is to provide flourishes; the scores
suggest his interventions with graphic notations. 

 

 
e

The performer chooses the sound base (the sample). 
Fragments of Valentino Liberace’s voice were used in the 
first audition of the work (taken from the introductory
text of the artist before performing the work Chopsticks 
by Euphemia Allen, at Carnegie Hall in 1978). Liberace’s 
text overlaps (ironically) the second part, fragmented
(freely) and modulated, almost unrecognizably, to leave
the impression that the needle hops on the record. The 
third intervention is an improvisation (suggested in the 
score) that involves all soloists. Samples from the final 
part of the work, made during rehearsals and archived on
the laptop, were used here. They become the base of the 
scratch improvisation, and toward the end they are
rendered in such a manner that they become 
recognizable. This fact leaves the impression that music 
passes from the DJ to the orchestra. 

 
e

The final section intends to be telluric, with influences 
from rock and funk music. It is easy to recognize the 
appearance (first stray, then obsessive) of the famous riff 
from “Smoke on the Water” of the American rock band 
Deep Purple.  

“
” 

The work was written in 2019 for the International 
Festival “Love Romanian Music,” organized by the Arad 
Philharmonics. The text is made up of several magic
words inspired by fairy-tales with wizards, among which 
the famous Harry Potter. In fact, the title of the work 
itself, “Tarantallegra,” is inspired by the story of the little 
wizard, and is a spell that makes the victim dance out of 
control.  

The work has three short parts that are played in series:
The magic wand, Confrontation, and Evocation. In the 
third part, 2 applications (open source) produced by 
GRAME were used: SF Hell and SF Whindy, 
programmed in Faust language (Functional Audio 
Stream), and installed on the smartphones of the choir
members. The applications are interactive, and, as a result 
of the installation, the phone turns sensitive to gestures 
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F Windy are 
-

filtrul, 
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al Liceului de muzic  din Arad, la pupitrul dirijoral 
aflându-se Barrie Webb.    

asamblare, sunt la îndemâna oricui, pot fi utilizate de 

mai important dezavantaj es
 

Modalitatea de a alege instrumentele (mediile) gestuale 
-

compozitorilor. 

instrumente electronice fixe sau variabile, prefabricate, 

[ 

and thus produces different sonorities through the
variations of the parameters (in a predefined frame) of a 
virtual instrument. The intention was to achieve a texture, 
together with the orchestra, but also a visual effect 
realized through the children’s gestures and the light of 
the smartphones that become visible (when the stage 
turns dark). The sound triggering does not require
touching the screens; they can be turned toward the 
audience. The moment involves the entire choir of 
children (in a total of 80), divided in two. Two types of
gestures were used - one for each division: 

 rotating the palms, with arms raised  (SF Hell – the
result was a texture in the high register) 

 shaking the phones with variable intensity (SF 
Whindy – that suggests a wind effect). 

 
e

Practically, the application uses the motion sensors of the 
smartphones, thus transforming them into high potential 
gestural instruments. 

The application SF Windy is based on a white noise 
generator and a low-pass filter, triggered by the 
movement (shaking) of the phone. The instrument can be 
activated in three stages: when paused, nothing happens; 
the light motion triggers the noise generator and the
frequency parameter of the filter. 

SF Hell is based on a random melodic sequence that, by 
rotating the phone, modifies its intensity, frequency, 
speed, and pitch. According to the phone position 
(upright), reverb can also be applied; this changes its
density with the rotation gesture. The reverb can be 
deactivated if the rotation is made with the phone in a 
horizontal position.  

The work was performed in 2019 by the orchestra of the 
Arad Philharmonics, joined by the three voices children’s
choir of the Music High-School Arad, conducted by 
Barrye Web.  

The advantage of using such predefined interactive 
applications is that besides being installed, they do not
need any assemblage, are at hand to anyone, can be used 
by almost anyone, and the intended effect is easy to 
accomplish. The most important drawback is that 
possibilities are limited to the “factory” options. 

The modality of choosing the gestural instruments 
(media) that are to be used in a musical work depends on 
the purpose but also the composers’ programming skills. 
But programming is not for everyone. An alternative in 
this respect is using static or variable electronic 
instruments, prefabricated, with friendlier interfaces. 
Thus, three ways of using the gestural instruments take
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moduri de utilizare a instrumentelor gestuale: cel al
compozitorulu
propriile hiper-

cel al compozitorului empiric c -made-

scopului muzical.

[ 

shape: the one of the innovating composer capable of
creating their own hyper-instruments and interactive 
media, the one of the composer who approaches
programmers or performers to obtain the wanted 
instrument (medium) and of the empiric composer who
uses ready-mades. All options are valid as long as they 
serve the musical purpose.
 


